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Abstract: The acoustic properties of a single-stage centrifugal pump with low specific speed are
investigated by means of compressible 3D CFD simulations (URANS) and experiments. In order to
determine the pump’s acoustic transmission and excitation characteristics, a four-pole approach in
the frequency domain is used. The transmission parameters determined by simulation are compared
to experiments in water and air as functions of the Helmholtz number. The results indicate that
the acoustic transmission characteristics within the experiments are significantly influenced by the
structural compliance of the volute casing in terms of a fluid–structure interaction (FSI). A modelling
approach for a one-dimensional representation of the centrifugal pump’s acoustic transmission
characteristics in the time and frequency domains is applied to the current pump. As one model
parameter, the effective speed of sound in the 1D model needs to be reduced to 607 m s−1 to account
for the FSI. The agreement of the simulation results and the experiments underlines the above
statement about the influence of the FSI. In a last step, the acoustic excitation parameter, depicted as
monopole and dipole amplitudes, at two different blade-passing frequencies ( fBP ≈ [111; 169] Hz)
are determined for several operating points. Especially for dipole amplitudes, a good agreement
between experiments and simulations can be seen. The monopole amplitudes are also of similar
orders of magnitude, but show stronger deviations. The cause of discrepancies between the 3D
CFD simulations and experiments is believed to be the neglected influence of the FSI and surface
roughness as well as the inaccurate reproduction of flow separation at the volute’s tongue due to the
use of wall functions. A final important observation made during the numerical investigations is that
the excitation mechanisms at the blade-passing frequency are probably independent of the piping
system’s acoustic impedance.

Keywords: centrifugal pump; acoustic transmission; acoustic excitation; fluid–structure interaction
(FSI); rotor–stator interaction (RSI); hydro-acoustic

1. Introduction

A centrifugal pump has two main acoustic characteristics [1,2]. One is the active
generation of pressure pulsations. The other one is the passive transmission and reflection
of sound waves propagating from the connected piping system into the pump’s suction or
discharge flange opening, respectively. Excited pressure pulsations can have broadband and
tonal characteristics. Broadband excitation mechanisms are, e.g., turbulence or cavitation [3].
Tonal pressure pulsations appear as sharp peaks in the spectrum, mainly at the rotational
frequency and the blade-passing frequency fBP and their higher harmonics. Especially in
radial centrifugal pumps with volute casings, the pulsations at the fBP are of the highest
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amplitudes [4]. The occurrence of pressure pulsations at the fBP is due to two basic
effects. Both result from the fact that an impeller rotates in a fixed casing. For an observer
inside the housing right next to the impeller outlet, pressure and velocity alternate at fBP.
Because of that, the circulating pressure [5] and velocity fields [3,6] within the impeller
are primary sources which represent the two basic effects mentioned above. Furthermore,
the fluctuating velocity field interacts in particular with the volute’s tongue [7]. This
rotor–stator interaction (RSI) results in an equivalent acoustic dipole source [8]. In the first
instance, the sources’ strengths depend on the operation point and rotational speed. Apart
from this knowledge about sound generation mechanisms, the question of whether the
acoustic sources in a centrifugal pump are independent of the acoustic impedance of the
system to which the pump is connected remains partially unanswered so far.

As indicated at the beginning, another important acoustic characteristic of centrifugal
pumps is the transmission and reflection of incoming acoustic pressure waves. This passive
behaviour is, in general, pump-specific and frequency-dependent. It is partly influenced
by the pump’s inner geometry, i.e., the inner fluid volumes or rather cross-section jumps
and corresponding lengths. As another influencing parameter, the structural compliance of
the casing is supposed to have a significant impact on the transmission behaviour. This is
justified by the fact that the effective speed of sound within the pump’s casing is reduced
in comparison to the effective speed of sound in the connected piping system. An abrupt
change in the speed of sound leads to a proportional change in the acoustic impedance,
which, finally, leads to a higher reflective pump transmission behaviour [8,9].

The measurable pressure amplitudes in the piping system on the suction and discharge
side of the pump are always an outcome of the pump’s acoustic behaviour and the acoustic
impedance of the piping system. In order to determine the acoustic transmission and
excitation characteristics, a special measurement procedure is necessary. Since the range of
frequencies considered in this investigation is far below the frequencies of higher-order
modes, pipeline acoustics can be considered as one-dimensional. With this assumption,
it is possible to evaluate the acoustic pressure fields on both sides of the pump by means
of pressure measurements in the piping system [10]. At least two probes on each side
are needed to decompose the measured information in up- and downstream-propagating
acoustic pressure waves. Based on this pressure field decomposition, the pump’s acoustic
characteristics can be quantified. Therefore, the pump is considered as a black box, or
rather an acoustic four-pole, which connects the up- and downstream-propagating pressure
waves from both sides. Based on this system-theoretic approach, the acoustic transmission
parameters are determined first. In a following step, the pump’s excitation parameters
can be quantified in the form of complex monopole and dipole amplitudes. Under the as-
sumption that these parameters are independent of the connected piping system’s acoustic
impedance, (this assumption was investigated experimentally for a comparable single-
stage centrifugal pump in [8] by investigating the influence of a connected Helmholtz
resonator on the monopole and dipole sources of the pump for selected operation points.
While the dipole sources were hardly affected by the change in system impedance caused
by the resonator, the monopole sources were more strongly influenced. The reason for
the changed monopole source strengths as a result of the impedance change has not yet
been clarified. Accordingly, the assumption of system-independent excitation parameters
has not yet been confirmed experimentally. It is possible to compare, for example, the
acoustic characteristics of a pump based on CFD simulations and experiments. To the
authors knowledge, no such comparison has been made so far. If it is feasible to achieve
quantitatively comparable acoustic excitation parameters by means of CFD simulations,
the four-pole method used in this work could help to acoustically validate CFD pump
models in the future. This is particularly important as the current validation technique
of such models in the literature has so far been limited to the comparison of steady state
experimental characteristics. Even if these models are to be used to investigate acoustic
variables and correlations in the pump.
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In previous works, a one-dimensional model was developed which is capable of
representing the acoustic characteristics of single-stage centrifugal pumps with volute
casings in the time domain [8,9]. To model the pump’s acoustic transmission behaviour,
both the pump-specific inner geometry and the compliance of the casing, in the sense
of a reduced effective speed of sound, are taken into account. It was highlighted that
the reduction in sound speed depends in particular on the casing’s geometric shape and,
therefore, to a certain extent on the pump’s specific speed [9]. Even if the capability of this
one-dimensional approach was used for different pumps successfully, an experimental
verification of the influence of the fluid–structure interaction (FSI) is still missing.

The present study is based on a combined experimental–numerical approach to analyse
the acoustic transmission and excitation behaviour of a single-stage centrifugal pump
with a volute-type casing and represents an extension of the conference paper [11]. The
focus can be divided into two main questions, which are unanswered to the authors’ best
knowledge. First question: To what extent does the FSI, i.e., the coupling between fluid
pressure pulsations and structural compliance of the pump’s casing, influence the pump
acoustics? Second question: Are the pump excitation parameters, determined by means
of the measurement procedure, and concomitantly the underlying source mechanisms,
independent of the connected pipeline system? To analyse the first question, experimentally
assessed transmission parameters in water and air are compared to simulated ones (CFD).
Furthermore, in order to determine how the inner geometry and effective speed of sound
in the pump influence its transmission parameters, a one-dimensional model, by means
of the approach used by [8], is developed in the time and frequency domains (MOC and
TMM). For CFD simulations, no FSI is taken into account. This provides a model which
includes all the effects of three-dimensional pressure wave reflection and transmission in
the pump, without the simultaneous influence by structural effects. The same applies to
measurements in air. For validation, the one-dimensional model is first compared to CFD
simulations and experiments in air to check the geometric approximation. Afterwards, the
effective speeds of sound within the pump are calculated based on static mechanical FEM
simulations. The results are used as input parameters for the ”compliant” one-dimensional
pump model. The transfer parameters are calculated and compared to experiments in
water. In the next step, excitation parameters for experiments in water and CFD simulations
are determined based on the known particular transmission behaviour, normalised and
compared for varying flow rates and two rotational speeds. Further, CFD simulations of
several operating points are recalculated with modified acoustic system impedances to
study the second question.

The paper is structured as follows. First, a brief fundamental introduction to the
determination of acoustic pump parameters is given. Thereupon, the experimental, nu-
merical, and 1D model approaches are introduced. In the following section, the results for
the acoustic quantities are discussed in detail, with an emphasis on the defined research
questions, before the paper is concluded with a summary of insights gained.

2. Methods and Approaches
2.1. Determination of Acoustic Pump Parameters

In order to quantify the transmission and excitation parameters, the pump is inter-
preted as an acoustic four-pole in the frequency domain. This system-theoretic approach
is applied to the experiments and CFD simulations within this study. In Figure 1, a
schematic representation of the pump’s acoustic surrounding is shown. By means of the
linear equation (

f̂
d

ĝ
s

)
=

[
t̂sd r̂d

r̂s t̂ds

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S f g

(
f̂

s
ĝ

d

)
+

(
f̂

src.
+ r̂d ĝ

src.
t̂ds ĝ

src.

)
, (1)

the following parameters are connected:
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• f̂
s
, ĝ

s
and f̂

d
, ĝ

d
: up- and downstream-propagating pressure waves, with f̂ and ĝ

quantifying the acoustic pressure fields on the suction (s) and discharge (d) side of
the pump,

• S f g: the pump’s scattering matrix, which contains the four transmission parameters

r̂s, t̂sd, r̂d, and t̂ds,
• f̂

src.
and ĝ

src.
: the pump’s source (src.) parameters in the form of up- and downstream-

propagating pressure waves.

source

tsd

tds

rd

rs

x-x

ps1 ps2 ps3 ps4 pd1 pd2 pd3 pd4

meanflowfs

gs

fd

gd

pump

rsys,s

rsys,d

Figure 1. Four−pole representation of the pump connected to a piping system.

Generally, if the acoustic pressure fields in the pump’s suction and discharge piping are
known, the requested pump parameters can be inferred. To decompose a one-dimensional
acoustic pressure field in up- and downstream-propagating waves f̂ and ĝ, the complex
pressure amplitudes p̂(x) at a minimum of two different locations along the direction of
propagation x must be known [12]:

 p̂(x1)
...

p̂(xm)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

#»y

=


e−ikx1 eikx1

...
...

e−ikxm eikxm


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

 f̂

ĝ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

#»x

with k =
2π f
ae f f ,t

(2)

where k is the frequency ( f )-dependent wave number. Wave propagation is assumed to be
lossless, without convective components, and linear. The fluid is considered single-phase.
The effective speed of sound in the piping ae f f ,t is assumed to be frequency-independent.
A first and good (based on our experience in measuring the propagation of sound waves in
thin-walled, water-filled steel pipes) estimation of ae f f ,t in an elastic, axially fixed pipe can
be calculated according to [13] by means of

ae f f ,t =
a f√

1 +
E f (1−ν2)

Et
× d

s

. (3)

where Et and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the pipe material, s is the wall
thickness, d the inner pipe diameter, and a f and E f are the fluid’s specific speed of sound and
Young’s modulus. For compressible single-phase CFD simulations without taking FSI into
account, ae f f ,t equals the fluid specific speed of sound a f . If the number of measuring points
is m > 2, Equation (2) becomes overdetermined. Especially for experiments, this is desirable
to compensate for measurement errors. In this case, f̂ and ĝ need to be determined by means
of a least squares method. For this, both sides of Equation (2) are multiplied by the complex
conjugate transposed (adjoint) matrix AH to obtain the Gaussian normal equation

AH #»y = AH A #»x (4)
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and, therefore, a solvable linear system of equations [14]. In order to evaluate the quality
of the solution found, a relative error ϵrel , based on the residuum f̂ e−ikx + ĝeikx − p̂(x),
is determined

ϵrel =

√√√√∑m
n=1 | f̂ e−ikxn + ĝeikxn − p̂(xn)|2

m × p̂max
2 × 100% with p̂max = | f̂ |+ |ĝ| (5)

Since the effective speed of sound ae f f ,t should be a result of the procedure as well, a
superior golden-section search algorithm [14] is prepended to the least squares method
described above to find the value of ae f f ,t within a defined range which minimises the
residuum. By means of this optimisation procedure it is now possible to evaluate ae f f ,t,
f̂ and ĝ and, therefore, the requested acoustic pressure field parameters in the pump’s
suction and discharge piping. Note that the system’s reflection coefficients r̂sys,s and r̂sys,d
can be calculated by means of

r̂sys,s =
f̂

s
ĝ

s

and r̂sys,d =
ĝ

d

f̂
d

(6)

Based on the known in- and output parameters f̂
s
, ĝ

s
, f̂

d
, and ĝ

d
, the four-pole’s

unknown transmission parameters r̂s, t̂sd, r̂d, and t̂ds can be determined. It can be as-
sumed that the transmission behaviour of the pump in standstill corresponds in a good
approximation to that of the pump in operation [15]. Since in standstill f̂

src.
= ĝ

src.
= 0,

Equation (1) is simplified. It is then possible to estimate S f g using at least two different
sound configurations m ≥ 2 on each side of the system:[

f̂
1
d

. . . f̂
m
d

ĝ1
s

. . . ĝm
s

]
=

[
t̂sd r̂d

r̂s t̂ds

][
f̂

1
s

. . . f̂
m
s

ĝ1
d

. . . ĝm
d

]
(7)

The two-source method is the most effective way to create different sound configura-
tions. By means of alternating the sources’ amplitudes and phases relative to each other
it is theoretically possible to generate an infinite number of linear independent configura-
tions [16]. If Equation (7) is overdetermined (m > 2), the transmission parameters can be
evaluated by means of the same least squares method approach used to solve Equation (2)
for m > 2.

If it is additionally to be investigated whether a four-pole tends to have dissipative,
passive, or active properties, the acoustic power ratio ζ can be calculated. ζ is the ratio of
outgoing and incoming time-averaged acoustic powers and can be determined from the
transmission parameters:

ζ =
Pout

Pin
=

r̂2
s +

Zt,s
Zt,d

t̂2
sd + r̂2

d +
Zt,d
Zt,s

t̂2
ds

2
(8)

Zt,s and Zt,d are the acoustic impedances within the pipes connected to the suction and
discharge flange of the pump. The derivation of Equation (8) is shown in Appendix A.
Based on the amount of ζ compared to one, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• ζ < 1: the part different to one is dissipated (or transformed) within the four-pole;
• ζ = 1: the four-pole is a purely passive acoustic element;
• ζ > 1: the part different to one is generated (or transformed) within the four-pole.

Ideally, the acoustic transmission behaviour of the pump should be purely passive.
This is the special case for a pump in standstill in the absence of dissipative and FSI effects.
Therefore, the evaluation of ζ is used herein to analyse the quality of the CFD simulations
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regarding numerical dissipation of acoustic pressure waves and the effect of the FSI on the
experimentally determined transmission parameters.

Looking back on Equation (1), the only unknown parameters left are the up- and
downstream-propagating source waves f̂

src.
and ĝ

src.
. In order to estimate a set of source

parameters, f̂
s
, ĝ

s
, f̂

d
, and ĝ

d
need to be determined while the pump works in a specific

operation point. By means of the following Equation f̂
src.

and ĝ
src.

can be transformed into the
native acoustic sources monopole p̂

src.
and dipole ĉsrc. to allow a better physical interpretation:

p̂
src.

= f̂
src.

+ ĝ
src.

(9)

ĉsrc. = ( f̂
src.

− ĝ
src.

)
1

zsrc.
with zsrc. = ρ f · ae f f ,src.. (10)

where zsrc. represents the specific acoustic impedance in the source region and is calculated
using the corresponding effective speed of sound ae f f ,src..

2.2. Experimental Approach

In Figure 2, the experimental setup is illustrated. The pump under test is a radial,
single-stage centrifugal pump with a volute-type casing. The pump is speed-regulated
and the specifications are listed in Table 1. For high-resolution pressure measurements
in water, piezoelectric (PE) transducers Kistler™ (Winterthur, Switzerland) 7061 B/C are
flush-mounted to the pipes’ inner walls on the suction (ps1 . . . ps4) and discharge (pd1 . . . pd4)
sides of the pump.

air pocket

control valve
flow meter

tank

shaker
Pump

(b)(a)

ps

pd

pd4
pd3
pd2
pd1

ps4
ps3
ps2
ps1

sound source

Figure 2. (a) Closed−circuit centrifugal pump test rig and (b) schematic representation with mea-
surement positions and named components.

Table 1. Specifications of the pump under investigation (ns = specific speed (according to

ns = nN

√
Q̇N

hN
0.75 with nN in min−1, Q̇N in m3 s−1, and hN in m), d2 = impeller outlet diameter;

abbreviations: N = nominal, no. = number of).

ns
(min−1)

d2 (mm)
d2−dtongue

2
(mm)

No.
Blades
(−)

nN
(min−1)

hN (m)
Q̇N

(m3 h−1)
NPSH3%
(m)

12 222 7.5 7 1450 15 15.5 1.57

The charge signal outputs of the PE sensors are amplified by means of Kistler™ (Win-
terthur, Switzerland) 5018A and 5011B charge amplifiers. For equivalent measurements
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in air, condenser microphones PCB™ (Depew, NY, USA) 130A23 are used. Sensor loca-
tions relative to each other are non-equidistant and optimised to the range of frequencies
investigated in this study. In Table 2, measurement positions relative to the pump’s
flanges are catalogued (flow direction = positive x-direction). Two capacitive pressure
sensors STS™ (Sirnach, Switzerland) ATM 1st (ps, pd) and a magnetic inductive flow meter
E+H™ (Reinach, Switzerland) Promag W are used to measure the pump’s head curve. A
control valve is applied to adjust the pump’s operation point. An air pocket within the tank
can be pressurised to regulate the system’s net positive suction head NPSHA. The value
of NPSHA was set to 50 m to prevent cavitation in the pump as far as possible. Electro-
magnetic shakers (TIRA™ (Schalkau, Germany) TV 51110 and 51140-M) connected to a
flexible membrane construction (water) or common loudspeakers (air) are used as optional
sources of sound. All signals are further processed by means of the data acquisition devise
imc™ (Berlin, Germany) Cronos Flex. Signals of PE sensors are sampled at 20 kHz and
further post-processed by a flat-top windowed discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) with
a uniform signal length of 16 s. The resulting frequency resolution is 0.0625 Hz. The useful
frequency range of PE transducers and charge amplifiers is not limited to small frequencies,
as they can also be used for quasi-static measurements. The microphones are calibrated
for frequencies within 20 Hz ≤ f ≤ 20 kHz. The relative error ϵrel (Equation (5)) is used
for a quality check of the measurement results since all further acoustic parameters are
calculated based on the results for the pressure field decompositions.

Table 2. Sensor positions relative to the pump’s flanges.

Sensor ps1 ps2 ps3 ps4 ps pd pd1 pd2 pd3 pd4

Distance ∆x (m) −1.16 −0.89 −0.57 −0.26 −0.145 0.175 0.26 0.57 0.89 1.16

The two-source method is used to evaluate the pump’s acoustic transmission charac-
teristics (Equation (7)). The external sound sources (shakers or loudspeakers) are fed with a
white-noise signal designed for the frequency range 10 Hz ≤ f ≤ 500 Hz. An attempt was
made to generate as many different sound configurations as possible in order to minimise
the influence of statistic measurement errors on the requested parameters.

Therefore, the sources’ amplitudes and the correlation of signals are varied to generate
a number of m = 8 different cases. The evaluated results (r̂s, t̂sd, r̂d, t̂ds) are filtered by means
of a weighted averaging function over five data points to statistically smooth the curves.
Except for a few outliers (5% < ϵrel < 10% for frequencies around the system’s mechanical
resonances) the relative error in decomposition applies ϵrel < 5% for ae f f = 1350+10

−10 m s−1,
which indicates good quality.

Finally, the source parameters are evaluated. The relative flow rate qrel =
Q̇

Q̇N
is varied

in equal steps ∆qrel = 0.2 from qrel = 0 to the highest overload operation point of qrel = 1.4
for two different rotational speeds (n = 950 and 1450 min−1). For every single operation
point the pressure field parameters f̂

s
, ĝ

s
, f̂

d
, and ĝ

d
are determined. The relative error in

decomposition is again ϵrel < 5% for ae f f = 1350+10
−10 m s−1. Based on that, as well as on the

known transmission parameters, the up- and downstream-running source waves f̂
src.

and
ĝ

src.
are calculated (Equation (1)) and further transformed into complex monopole p̂

src.
and

dipole ĉsrc. amplitudes (Equations (9) and (10)).

2.3. 3D CFD Approach

An in-house CFD solver named solver3D is used to calculate the pump’s flow-acoustic
behaviour. It is described in detail by [17,18] and is summarised here only very briefly.
The unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) equations are solved by a cell-
centred unstructured finite volume (FV) scheme. The extended SIMPLE (semi-implicit
method for pressure-linked equations) algorithm for compressible flow is used. The
accuracy of the interpolation approaches used is second-order in space. An implicit three-
level time discretization scheme is employed, which is second-order accurate as well. The
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flow is further assumed to be isothermal. Single-phase flow is applied, which means that
cavitation effects are omitted. The Tait equation for liquid water is applied as a barotropic
equation of state (EOS). The speed of sound is assumed to be a f = 1482 m s−1 for ambient
temperature Tf = 293 K and density ρ f = 998 kg m−3.

The simulation setup is adopted from [19]. The statistical shear stress transport (SST)
turbulence model with automatic wall treatment is used.

The 3D domain is illustrated in Figure 3 and consists of impeller, volute casing, side
chambers on the suction and pressure sides, as well as pipe sections beyond the pump’s
suction and discharge flanges. The structure surrounding the fluid is considered rigid, namely,
no FSI is taken into account. According to previous investigations, the pump’s head is
grid-independent for a grid with about 2 million hexahedral cells when wall functions are
used. The latter simplification leads to an over-prediction of the pump’s head, especially in
overload operation, which can be attributed to an inaccurate reproduction of flow separations
at the volute’s tongue [19,20]. However, the computational effort for the resolution of a
viscous boundary layer (y+ ≈ 1) combined with high time resolution requirements would
be exceptionally high and is, therefore, out of this research’s scope. A sliding mesh interface
is used to connect the rotating impeller with the stationary casing part. A time resolution of
about 0.1◦ impeller rotation is prescribed to ensure a proper resolution of the acoustic pressure
wave propagation. This corresponds to a time step of ∆t = 1.6× 10−5 s for n = 1450 min−1.
For the lower rotational speed n = 950 min−1, the same time-step size is adopted, leading to
a time resolution of 0.066◦ impeller rotation. The acoustic Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
number, calculated by means of

CFLac =
(a f ± c)∆t

∆x
, (11)

where c is the mean velocity of the fluid, is about CFLac ≈ 10 on average and has a maximum
value of CFLac,max ≈ 200. As depicted in Figure 3, the 3D-FV area is coupled to a 1D finite
difference (FD) domain at the interface (IF). The coupling is employed since a non-reflecting
(NR) boundary condition (BC) is integrated within the 1D code. The NRBC is prescribed at
both ends of the 1D domain. This makes it possible to selectively adjust the system impedance
by an optional cross-section jump (CSJ) before the NRBC. The numerical scheme is based
on the one-dimensional conservation equations for mass and momentum in characteristic
form (method of characteristics (MOC)). It is implemented in the in-house solver FLOAT [8].
The 3D/1D coupling in terms of the pump model used is set and analysed in detail by [18]
according to the procedure in [21].

The method for evaluation of the acoustic parameters is adapted from experiments:

(i) the pump is left at standstill and treated with sound from external sources (src.) to
evaluate the transmission parameters;

(ii) several operation points are adjusted to calculate the monopole and dipole amplitudes
from the CFD simulations.

In both cases, monitor points in the 3D domain are used to record the high-resolution
pressure–time signals, which are further flat-top windowed and transformed by a DFT for
the acoustic pressure wave decomposition (Equation (2) with m = 2). Only time intervals
with constant pressure amplitudes, are used for further evaluation. Each time interval has a
length of 28 periods minimum. For case (i) a sinusoidal pressure signal is prescribed at one
boundary while the other one is kept solely non-reflective and vice versa. It follows that
for each frequency of interest two independent configurations are generated to evaluate
the related transmission parameters (Equation (7) with m = 2). In case (ii), the pump
operates either in a fully non-reflective system (no CSJ, r̂s,sys = r̂d,sys = 0) or for equivalent
operation conditions in a partly reflecting system (with CSJ, r̂s,sys = r̂d,sys = 0.6) to analyse
the influence of varying the system impedance. The operating points are adjusted by
means of prescribed mean flow at the inlet and mean pressure at the system’s outlet. Both
boundary conditions are set in addition to the NRBC. Note that the decisive criterion for
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the length of the signal time intervals in case (ii) is the respective blade-passing frequency
fBP, which is fBP = 111 Hz for n = 950 min−1 and fBP = 169 Hz for n = 1450 min−1. As
described above, a minimum of 28 periods of the signal is used for post-processing.
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Figure 3. Structure of the simulation area with position information on used monitor points (CSJ = cross-
section jump, NR = non-reflective boundary condition, IF = interface, src. = source, opt. = optional).

2.4. 1D Modelling

The approach described by [9] is used to develop a 1D model which represents the
pump’s acoustic transmission characteristics in a frequency range of 0 Hz < f ≤ 500 Hz.
Therefore, the geometry of the pump is simplified as a series connection of three one-
dimensional elements: namely, suction port (SP), a middle part called chamber (CH), and
discharge port (DP). Every element is geometrically defined via its diameter d and length
l. The latter is to be understood as an effective acoustic length which corresponds to the
average distance that pressure waves travel through the respective pump part. In the cases
of the suction and discharge ports, the determination of the acoustic lengths lSP and lDP
is straightforward since there is only a single path for plane pressure wave propagation.
In order to calculate the acoustic length for the middle part, including the impeller and
volute lCH , an effective acoustic length is determined. This corresponds to the average of
the longest and shortest paths through the pump sections involved. The diameters of each
model part dSP, dCH , and dDP are estimated by means of the respective fluid volumes V
and the known acoustic length:

d =

√
4V
πl

(12)

In addition to the geometric model parameters, the effective speed of sound within
the respective elements ae f f can be adjusted to consider the compliance of the casing or
the connected piping system and, therefore, the FSI. The effective speed of sound in the
connected pipes ae f f ,t, calculated either by means of Equation (3) or by decompositions based
on experiments (see Section 2.2), is approximately ae f f ,t = ae f f ,t,s = ae f f ,t,d ≈ 1350 m s−1. The
effective speeds of sound within the casing, i.e., ae f f ,SP, ae f f ,CH, and ae f f ,DP, can be evaluated
based on static-mechanical FEM simulations. This approach was successfully used in [8]
to determine ae f f ,CH for centrifugal pumps with volute casings with three different specific
rotational speeds. The goal, analogous to Equation (3), is to take into account the mechanical
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elasticity of the pump’s casing and include this as an additional compliance in an equation for
ae f f . The consideration is exclusively quasi-static. This means that structural dynamic effects
are not taken into account. According to the explanations in [13], the following equation can
be derived from the one-dimensional equation of mass conservation and the definition of the
speed of sound in the fluid a2

f =
dp
dρ :

ae f f ,A =
1√

1
a f

+ ρ
A

dA
dp

. (13)

The expression ρ
A

dA
dp represents an additional compliance. If ρ

A
dA
dp is extended by a

characteristic length l, this results in the following relationship:

ae f f ,V =
1√

1
a f

+ ρ
V

dV
dp

. (14)

Equation (14) holds if l ≪ λ and provides the possibility to calculate the effective
speed of sound in fluids surrounded by elastic mechanical structures that are not as simple
and regular as cylindrical tubes, for example. Therefore, the undeformed inner fluid volume
V and the change in volume dV due to a change in fluid pressure dp must be known, which
can be calculated using static FEM simulations, for example.

For the current pump under investigation a procedure according to [8] is adopted
and extended to determine, in addition to ae f f ,CH , the effective speeds of sound in the
suction and discharge ports, ae f f ,SP and ae f f ,DP. The commercial software Ansys™ (with
Ansys Workbench and Ansys Mechanical 2023R1) is used to prepare the model, perform the
simulation, and post-process the results. The setup used for the FEM is depicted in Figure 4.

fixed boundary

fixed boundary

fixed boundary

lDP

lSP

V1

V2

V3

electric motor 1

pump’s casing
(EN GJL 250: E = 1.1 · 1011 Pa, ν = 0.25)

suction piping
(stainless steel 306)

discharge piping
(stainless steel 306)

bent food
(stainless steel 306)

Figure 4. FEM model setup and subdivision of fluid volumes in the pump. 1 Not considered for
the simulation.

The rotor (impeller, shaft, and mechanical seal) and electric motor are not considered
for simplification. The pump is connected to a simplified piping system. The flanges of the
piping system and the bent foot of the pump are fixed by boundary conditions. The contact
elements between the respective bodies are handled as bonded. No gravity is taken into
account. According to experiments, the components’ materials are chosen. The stainless
steel is of type 306 (ν = 0.3, Young’s modulus = 1.95 × 1011 Pa). The Young’s modulus of
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cast iron EN GJL 250 is set to 1.1 × 1011 Pa and, therefore, to a mean value within the range
of manufacturer’s specifications. The native Ansys Mechanical mesh generator is used. The
overall element size is prescribed as 10 mm. An additional refinement to 5 mm element
size for the pump’s casing is considered. The calculated mesh has about 444,000 tetrahedral
elements with quadratic shape functions. To effect a linear elastic deformation of the casing
and, therefore, a measurable volume change, the fluid pressure in the pump is varied up to
one bar gauge pressure. The total differentials are dV and dp (according to Equation (14)),
and so dV

dp can be linearised to ∆V
∆p within this range of inner pressure load (this assumption

was checked and confirmed within the relevant range of gauge pressure 0 < p ≤ 1 bar).
The resulting total displacements of the pump’s casing due to a change in fluid pressure of
∆p = 1 bar are illustrated in Figure 5. The two main causes of displacements are a tilting
movement around the pump’s foot and a deformation of the casing, mainly in the areas of
the sloping walls between the suction port and spiral contour. The effective speed of sound
is influenced in particular by the last mentioned deformation of the casing.

3.7 · 10−2 mm
3.29
2.88
2.47
2.06
1.65
1.24
0.83
0.42
0

Figure 5. Total displacements of the pump’s casing calculated by means of static mechanical FEM
simulations (the colour code corresponds to the original displacements whereas the moving patterns
in the picture are scaled by 1300 × “true scale”).

To evaluate the necessary parameters V and ∆V from the FEM results, the fluid
volumes V1, V2, and V3 within the pump are determined in the undeformed (index 0) and
deformed (index ∆p) cases. In both cases, it is important to use the discretized model to
avoid the influence of discretization errors on the target parameters. This kind of error
would have a great impact since ∆V is small and of a similar order of magnitude. The
values of V0 and V∆p for the middle part (volume 2) are both reduced by the rotor’s volume
Vrotor = Vimpeller + Vsha f t + Vseal . Thus, the rotor neglected for the FEM can be considered
again for the calculation of ae f f . However, the compressibility of the rotor, which is made
out of cast iron, is disregarded. This simplification is legitimate since the compressibility of
cast iron is K ≈ 76.4 GPa, which is almost 35 times higher compared to water (K ≈ 2.2 GPa).
The volume change ∆V for all volume parts is calculated by means of ∆V = V∆p − V0. The
resulting parameters are listed in Table 3. The largest ∆V due to ∆p = 1 bar is calculated for
volume 2. The value of ∆V ≈ 517 mm3 is comparable to the volume of an averaged-sized
rain drop and seems, thus, rather small compared to V0. However, the effective speed of
sound is significantly reduced to ae f f = 607 m s−1, and thus, the effect of the resulting
additional compliance is very high. The pump’s suction and discharge ports are stiffer. ∆V
even becomes negative in volume 3, which leads to an effective speed of sound which is
higher compared to a f = 1482 m s−1.
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Table 3. Fluid volumes based on the FEM model and resulting ae f f .

Parameter Unit Volume 1 Volume 2 Volume 3

∆p (Pa) 1 × 105 1 × 105 1 × 105

V0 (mm3) 114,648.02 2,287,892.89 * 40,854.596
V∆p (mm3) 114,651.32 2,288,409.65 * 40,854.540
∆V † (mm3) 3.3 516.76 −0.056
ae f f

‡ (m s−1) 1158 607 1500
* Determined by V = V2 − Vrotor with V2 from FEM-simulation (with indices 0 for undeformed and ∆p for
deformed structure) and Vrotor = Vimpeller + Vsha f t + Vseal from the pump’s CAD model. † Determined by
∆V = V∆p − V0. ‡ Determined using Equation (14).

The resulting parameters for the compliant 1D model are listed in Table 4. The transmis-
sion coefficients of a rigid model that is geometrically similar to the compliant one are calcu-
lated as well. In this case, no additional compliances are considered and, therefore, the speed of
sound within the 1D elements equates to the speed of sound in water ae f f = a f = 1482 m s−1.
The wave propagation within the 1D pump model is assumed to be lossless.

Table 4. 1D model parameters (d, l, and ae f f ) for the pump under investigation.

Parameter Unit Pipe (s) SP CH DP Pipe (d)

d (mm) 54.5 56 86 26 37.2
l (mm) 1 49 388 70 1

ae f f (m s−1) 1350 1158 607 1500 1350

The transmission parameters of the compliant model are calculated according to the
two-source method based on time-domain simulations by means of the MOC in-house solver
FLOAT, as described by [9]. Since only harmonic wave propagation is considered, it is
possible to calculate the model’s acoustic transmission behaviour based on the transfer
matrix method (TMM) in the frequency domain as well [22]. The transfer matrix Tpq,el.
for one element (el.) of constant area A connects the sound pressure p̂ and the sound flux
q̂ = Aĉ at the element’s inlet and outlet, and is defined as(

p̂
q̂

)
d,el.

=

[
cos(kl) −i z

A sin(kl)
−i A

z sin(kl) cos(kl)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tpq,el.

(
p̂
q̂

)
s,el.

(15)

As lossless wave propagation is considered, the wave number k is calculated as a
function of frequency f and the effective speed of sound in the respective element ae f f ,el.:

k =
2π f

ae f f ,el.
(16)

The specific acoustic impedance is also a function of ae f f ,el.:

z = ρ f ae f f ,el. (17)

Multiplication of the elementary transfer matrices gives the whole model’s
functional Tpq:

Tpq = Tpq,pipe(d) × Tpq,DP × Tpq,CH × Tpq,SP × Tpq,pipe(s) (18)

Finally, a change in the acoustic variables from p̂ and q̂ to f̂ and ĝ is needed to
obtain the transmission parameters in the form of the scattering matrix S f g. The necessary
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conversion rules can be found in [23]. Note that the lengths for pipes (s) and (d) are set to a
negligible value of 1 mm to consider the cross-section jumps between piping and pump
ports within the TMM calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

In Figure 6, the pump’s characteristic head curves evaluated from experiments and 3D
CFD simulations for two different rotational speeds are shown. The head h is calculated by
means of averaged steady-state values of pressure p and velocity c near the pump’s suction
and discharge flanges. The simulated head is higher compared to the experimental results.
One reason is the inaccurate reproduction of flow separation at the volute’s tongue due to
the use of wall functions. A second reason could be the neglect of surface roughness.

0 5 10 15 20
0

5

10

15

20

Q̇N,950

Q̇N,1450

Q̇ (m3 h−1)

h
(m

)

n = 950 min−1: Exp.
n = 1450 min−1: Exp.
n = 950 min−1: 3D CFD
n = 1450 min−1: 3D CFD

Figure 6. Pump’s characteristic head curves evaluated from experiments and 3D CFD simulations for
two different rotational speeds. (Data: Supplementary Files S1–S4).

According to [19,20], both simplifications could lead to less pressure loss and, therefore,
to an over-prediction of head, which increases with flow rate. However, these possible
sources of errors are known and accepted within the scope of this investigation.

In Figure 7, the amplitudes and phases of the transmission parameters related to the
pump’s suction side r̂s and t̂sd determined from experiments (water and air), 3D CFD,
and 1D simulations as functions of Helmholtz number He = f ·l

a are depicted. As the
characteristic length l, the pump’s total acoustic length l = lSP + lCH + lDP = 507 mm
is inserted. For the experiments in air, a = 343 m s−1 is used to determine He. All cases
with water are scaled according to a = 1482 m s−1. The corresponding frequencies f for
water are displayed in brackets below the abscissa. The parameters r̂d and t̂ds related
to the pumps pressure side are separately shown in Figure A1 for the benefit of better
readability. However, the statements and conclusions made below are the same for both
figures. Starting with the configurations declared as rigid (Figure 7a), it can be seen that for
both amplitudes and phases the match between 3D CFD, experiments in air, and the 1D
TMM model is good. This indicates that the geometric approximation of the 1D approach
is valid and sufficient in the requested range of frequencies. Regarding the 3D CFD model,
it was further checked if a rotating impeller affects the transmission parameters. Therefore,
the nominal operation point at n = 1450 min−1 was chosen as an example. Since sound
generation at the blade-passing frequency is f ≈ 169 Hz in this case, the pump was treated
with a sound of f ≈ 300 Hz from external sources to determine the transmission parameters.
This is performed as usual by means of Equation (7) under the assumption that no pump
internal sound sources exist at f ≈ 300 Hz. The results clearly indicate that the rotating
impeller is not affecting the pump’s passive transmission behaviour. Two statements can be
derived from this. Firstly, the assumption that the transmission behaviour of the stationary
pump corresponds to that in operation can also be confirmed within the framework of
3D CFD simulations. Secondly, it can be deduced that the numerical interface between
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the rotating impeller and the stationary mesh parts (“sliding mesh”) does not cause any
significant reflections and, therefore, has no influence on the sound transmission.
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Figure 7. Amplitude and phase of transmission parameters r̂s and t̂sd evaluated from experiments (water
and air), 3D CFD, and 1D simulations as functions of Helmholtz number. Corresponding frequencies f
for water are displayed in brackets below the abscissa. (Data: Supplementary Files S5–S12).

If the rigid and compliant configurations (Figure 7b) are compared, there is a similar
trend for the amplitudes of reflection to increase with higher He and the reverse trend
for the amplitudes of transmission. However, the decisive difference lies in the initial
gradients of rigid and compliant cases in a range of 0 < He ≤ 0.07. Due to the abrupt
change in acoustic impedance caused by the compliant casing, incoming sound waves are
much more strongly reflected compared to the rigid case. This statement is underlined
with respect to the very good approximation of the experiments in water by the 1D TMM
and likewise the 1D MOC (compliant) calculations. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the
curves determined from experiments in water (Figure 7b) show partly erratic deflections
which are not reproduced by the 1D model. It is assumed that this is caused by structural
resonances of the entire system, consisting of pump, pipelines, tank, and other attachments.
To summarise, this first part of the analysis conducted comparative analyses between rigid
simulations and air-based experiments, as well as compliant simulations and water-based
experiments, in order to isolate the effect of the fluid–structure interaction on the pump’s
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acoustic transmission characteristics. The results clearly prove the influence of a reduced
effective speed of sound as a result of the casing’s structural compliance on the phase and
magnitude of the transmission parameters in the frequency range of interest.

In the next step, the acoustic power ratio ζ, evaluated from the transmission parameters
(Equation (8)) for experiments, 3D CFD, and 1D simulations is discussed based on Figure 8.
As expected, the results for the 1D models are exactly one. Due to numerical diffusion,
the power ratio based on the 3D CFD parameters differs slightly from one as a function of
frequency. At 111 Hz, 1.6%, and at 169 Hz, 2.2% of the incoming acoustic power dissipates
due to the chosen local and temporal discretization (see CFL numbers in Section 2.3). This
numerical error is accepted. The experimental values for ζ measured in water and air are
both functions of frequency. While the curve calculated from the experimental transmission
parameters in water is partly disrupted and unsteady, the one from the experiments in air
is smoother. This may be due to the differing influence of the FSI. Apart from this major
difference, the trends in both curves are comparably decreasing. This could be coincidental,
as the reasons are probably completely different in nature. It is assumed that one main
damping effect in water actually comes from friction in mechanical joints [24]. Relative
motion between mechanical parts is excited by the strong coupling between the fluid and
the structure. In this sense, acoustic power is transmitted from fluid to structure and
partially dissipated in non-usable thermal power. The same is unlikely for air, where the
FSI influences are much less present. In this case, it is rather to be suspected that thermo-
viscous effects in the acoustic boundary layer at structural surfaces within the pump lead
to a measurable dissipation of acoustic energy. To compare the orders of magnitude, a
size estimation of ζ in water and air due to the acoustic boundary layer is performed in
the following. In the textbook [25], an analytical solution for the attenuation coefficient α
due to the thermo-viscous boundary layer in a wide cylindrical tube is given (within the
framework of boundary layer theory, tubes are declared as wide when their diameter is
much larger than the boundary layer thickness [25]). If attenuation is considered, the wave
number k becomes

k =
2π f

a
+ (1 + i)α (19)

The actual geometry of the pump is complex and three-dimensional. In order to,
nevertheless, obtain a rough comparison of the size of ζ in water and air, a simple tube with
a diameter of d = 17 mm and a length corresponding to the pump’s total acoustic length
l = 507 mm is used. Thus, the tube’s inner surface coincides with the middle streamline
surface of one single blade channel which is, apart from gaps, the narrowest geometry
within the pump. This estimation is to some extent the worst case with respect to the
influence of the thermo-viscous acoustic boundary layers, but does not take into account the
additional dissipation due to cross-section jumps within the pump. By using Equation (A17)
and the quantities given in Appendix B, α is calculated as a function of frequency for water
and air. The transfer matrix parameters of the damped tube are calculated by means of
Equations (15) and (19) for each medium. The resulting frequency-dependent transfer
matrices Tpq are transformed to scattering matrices S f g to calculate the ζ-functions by
means of Equation (8). It is found that the minimum values of ζ (at largest He = 0.17) in
air are 0.96 and in water 0.99. This little excursus demonstrates that acoustic damping due
to thermo-viscous effects is measurable in air and probably negligible in water within the
frequency range of interest. Returning to ζ for experiments in water, it is striking that ζ
becomes partially greater than one. This type of event seems to occur due to mechanical
resonances. According to the definition of ζ, a value greater than one is synonymous with a
generation of acoustic energy within the four-pole. Since the pump is at standstill, no fluid
dynamic sources should exist. One possible explanation is again the coupling between fluid
and structure. In this case, the sound energy would be transferred from the mechanical
structures back to the liquid. In order to check this assumption, the power ratio should
be extended in future studies to include mechanical–acoustic power components, as, for
example, carried our in [1] for simple piping.
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Figure 8. Acoustic power ratio ζ evaluated from transmission parameters for experiments, 3D CFD,
and 1D simulations as functions of Helmholtz number He. (Data: Supplementary Files S13–S18).

In a last step of this study, the source parameters evaluated from the experiments and
3D CFD simulations are analysed and compared. The up- and downstream-propagating
source waves f̂

src.
and ĝ

src.
resulting from Equation (1) are further transformed in monopole

and dipole amplitudes p̂
src.

and ĉsrc. by means of Equations (9) and (10). It is important to

note that for the transformation of f̂
src.

and ĝ
src.

to a corresponding dipole amplitude, the
acoustic impedance in the source region zsrc. is needed. While the acoustic impedance in the
whole 3D CFD domain is uniform, it was shown based on the 1D model discussed earlier
that the impedance in the experimental pump is significantly changed compared to the
pipe. Even if the source determined by means of four-pole theory is located at the discharge
flange, the source impedance is calculated based on ae f f ,src. = 607 m s−1 because the actual
dipole source is assumed to be around the volute’s tongue. Based on the static-mechanical
FEM simulations (see Section 2.4), it could be shown that deformations of the casing are
greatest in this region. In order to obtain dimensionless amplitudes of the monopole and
dipole, they are uniformly normalised by means of the circumferential speed at the impeller
outlet u2 and a f = 1482 m s−1 as follows:

p̂
src.,n

=
p̂

src.
0.5ρ f u2

2
(20)

ĉsrc.,n =
ĉsrc. × z f

0.5ρ f u2
2

with z f = ρ f a f (21)

In Figure 9, the amplitudes of the normalised source term parameters are shown
as functions of the relative flow rate for experiments and 3D CFD simulations in a non-
and partly reflecting system (NR and CSJ). It can be stated that, especially for the dipole
amplitudes, the agreement between simulations and experiments is good. The monopole
amplitudes are in the same order of magnitude but the deviations are generally stronger.
Due to the normalisation, the dipole amplitudes for different rotational speeds lie close
together. The curves of the dipole amplitudes show, for both experiments and simulations,
a characteristic increasing trend for part- and overload. The discernible differences between
the simulations and measurements are believed to be caused by the neglected influence of
the FSI and surface roughness as well as the simplified reproduction of flow separation at
the volute’s tongue due to the use of wall functions. The variation in the system impedance
(NR and CSJ) has only a negligible influence on the amplitudes of the monopole and dipole.
It can be concluded from simulations that the influence of the system’s acoustic impedance
on the source mechanisms at the blade-passing frequency is probably small.
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Figure 9. Amplitudes of normalised source term parameters for monopole and dipole at blade-passing
frequency ( fBP ≈ [111; 169] Hz) as functions of the relative flow rate evaluated from experiments and
3D CFD simulations for two different rotational speeds. (Data: Supplementary Files S19–S24).

4. Conclusions

Based on a combined experimental–numerical approach, it can be shown that the
acoustic characteristics of a single-stage centrifugal pump with a volute casing is signifi-
cantly influenced by fluid–structure interaction. With the help of a 1D model approach, the
effective speed of sound within the pump’s casing can be identified as ae f f ,ch = 607 m s−1.
The strong reduction in the effective speed of sound leads to an abrupt change in the
acoustic impedance. This causes significantly higher sound wave reflections compared
to rigid 3D CFD simulations. If the acoustic impedance is further used to evaluate the
acoustic dipole source from measurements, the results show good agreement with 3D CFD
simulations. Moreover, the system impedance was varied for several 3D CFD simulated
operation points. The results indicate that the influence of the system’s impedance on the
source mechanisms at the blade-passing frequency is small and predominantly negligible.

Future studies should provide a deeper understanding of the physical causes of pulsa-
tion excitation at the blade-passing frequency and how it is linked to the one-dimensional
monopole and dipole sources. Another open question is what physical mechanisms lead to
a measurable attenuation of sound power in centrifugal pumps. Furthermore, the influence
of cavitation on the acoustics of centrifugal pumps should be taken into account. In partic-
ular, the knowledge about the acoustic properties of cavitating pumps at the blade-passing
frequency seems to be limited. It is, therefore, planned to transfer the presented method to
cavitating pumps.
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Nomenclature and Abbreviations
The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:

a Speed of sound m s−1

A Cross-sectional area m2

c Mean velocity m s−1

cp Specific heat at constant pressure J kg−1 K−1

ĉ Sound particle velocity (complex amplitude) m s−1

d Diameter m
E Young’s modulus Pa
f Frequency Hz
f̂ Downstream pressure wave (complex amplitude) Pa
g Gravitational acceleration m s−2

ĝ Upstream pressure wave (complex amplitude) Pa
h Discharge head m
He Helmholtz number −
k Wave number m−1

l Length m
L Perimeter m
n Rotational speed min−1

p Mean pressure Pa
p̂ Sound pressure (complex amplitude) Pa
qrel Relative flow rate −
q̂ Sound flux (complex amplitude) m3 s−1

Q̇ Flow rate m3 h−1

r̂ Sound reflection parameter (complex amplitude) −
s Wall thickness m
S Scattering matrix
t Time s
t̂ Sound transmission parameter (complex amplitude) −
T Temperature K
T Transfer matrix
u Circumferential speed m s−1

V Fluid volume m3

x Local coordinate relative to the pump’s flanges m
y+ Dimensionless wall distance −
z Specific acoustic impedance kg m−2 s−1

Z Acoustic impedance kg m−4 s−1

α Attenuation coefficient m−1

γ Ratio of specific heats −
ϵ Relative error %
ζ Acoustic power ratio −
κ Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1

λ Acoustic wave length m
µ Dynamic viscosity kg m−1 s−1

ν Poisson’s ratio −
ρ Mean density kg m−3
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
Amp. Amplitude
BC Boundary condition
BP Blade-passing
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CH Channel
compl. Compliant
CSJ Cross-section jump
DFT Discrete Fourier transformation
DP Discharge port
EOS Equation of state
FEM Finite element method
FD Finite difference
FSI Fluid–structure interaction
FV Finite volume
IF Interface
MOC Method of characteristics
no. Number of
NRBC Non-reflective boundary condition
opt. Optional
PE Piezoelectric
URANS Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
RSI Rotor–stator interaction
SIMPLE Semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations
SP Suction port
src. Source
SST Shear stress transport
TMM Transfer matrix method
1D One-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional

The following indices are used in this manuscript:
ac Acoustic
d Discharge
CH Chamber
DP Discharge port
eff Effective
el. Element
f Fluid
n Normalised
N Nominal
p Pump
s Suction
SP Suction port
rel Relative
src. Source
sys (piping) System (connected to the pump)
t Tube
0 Undeformed
∆p Deformed

Appendix A

The power ratio ζ of a four-pole can be calculated by means of the ratio of outgoing and
incoming time-averaged acoustic powers Pout and Pin (see Equation (8)). Since the pump’s
transfer function is represented as a scattering matrix, it is useful to find formulations
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for Pout and Pin as functions of outgoing (ĝ
s
, f̂

d
) and incoming pressure waves ( f̂

s
, ĝ

d
),

respectively. The time-averaged acoustic power at a specific location x in a tube can be
calculated by means of the following relation [26]:

P =
1
2

At p̂(x)ĉ(x) (A1)

At is the internal cross-sectional area of the pipe; p̂(x) and ĉ(x) are the amplitudes of
the pressure and sound particle velocity. If Equation (A1) is extended by

p̂ = | f̂ e−ikx + ĝeikx| (A2)

and
ĉ = | f̂ e−ikx − ĝeikx| 1

ρ f ae f f ,t
(A3)

at x = 0, it follows that

P =
1

2 Zt
| f̂

2 − ĝ2|. (A4)

Herein, Zt is the acoustic impedance within the pipe and is generally defined as
follows:

Zt =
ρ f ae f f ,t

At
(A5)

where ρ f is the density of the fluid. If Equation (A4) is applied to the pump’s suction and
discharge ports and further split into parts of power going in and out of the four-pole
(since the power components associated with f̂ and ĝ are split in the next step, the absolute

value function in | f̂
2 − ĝ2| is applied separately to subtrahend and minuend: |•̂2| = •̂2), it

results in
Pin =

1
2 Zt,s

f̂ 2
s +

1
2 Zt,d

ĝ2
d (A6)

and
Pout =

1
2 Zt,s

ĝ2
s +

1
2 Zt,d

f̂ 2
d . (A7)

The acoustic power ratio ζ of Pout and Pin can, therefore, be calculated as a function of
outgoing (ĝ

s
, f̂

d
) and incoming ( f̂

s
, ĝ

d
) pressure waves:

ζ =

Zt,d
Zt,s

ĝ2
s + f̂ 2

d
Zt,d
Zt,s

f̂ 2
s + ĝ2

d

. (A8)

Furthermore, a formulation for ζ as a function of the transmission parameters is to
be developed. If the acoustic source parameters in the pump are assumed to be zero,
Equation (1) simplifies to (

f̂
d

ĝ
s

)
=

[
t̂sd r̂d

r̂s t̂ds

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S f g

(
f̂

s
ĝ

d

)
(A9)

It is possible to analyse the scattering of the incoming pressure waves and their
acoustic power separately [23]. For f̂s this is achieved by setting ĝd = 0. It follows from
Equation (A6)

Pin, fs =
1

2 Zt,s
f̂ 2
s , (A10)

and from Equation (A9) for the absolute values of

ĝs = r̂s f̂s (A11)
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as well as
f̂d = t̂sd f̂s (A12)

Substituting Equations (A11) and (A12) into Equation (A7) gives

Pout, fs =
1

2 Zt,s
r̂2

s f̂ 2
s +

1
2 Zt,d

t̂2
sd f̂ 2

s (A13)

By means of Equations (A10) and (A13) the power ratio ζ fs (i.e., for ĝd = 0) can be
determined by

ζ fs =
Pout, fs

Pin, fs

= r̂2
s +

Zt,s

Zt,d
t̂2
sd (A14)

In order to evaluate ζgd , the analogue procedure by setting f̂s = 0 gives

ζgd =
Pout,gd

Pin,gd

= r̂2
d +

Zt,d

Zt,s
t̂2
ds (A15)

Finally, the power ratio of the four-pole ζ can be determined by the mean value of the
two power ratios ζ fs and ζgd and, therefore, as a function of the pump’s
transmission parameters:

ζ =
ζ fs + ζgd

2
=

r̂2
s +

Zt,s
Zt,d

t̂2
sd + r̂2

d +
Zt,d
Zt,s

t̂2
ds

2
. (A16)

Appendix B

The attenuation of sound in wide cylindrical tubes due to the effect of a thermo-viscous
boundary layer can be calculated by means of the following equation given by [25]:

α = 2−3/2

(
2π f µ

ρa2

)1/2[
1 +

γ − 1
(Pr)1/2

]
L
A

, (A17)

where µ, γ, and Pr are the fluid specific dynamic viscosity, the ratio of specific heats and
the Prandtl number. The latter is defined as

Pr =
µcp

κ
(A18)

κ and cp are the thermal conductivity and the specific heat at constant pressure. L and A
are the inner perimeter and cross-sectional area of the tube. The speed of sound in air is
assumed to be a = 343 m s−1. For water, the lowest effective speed of sound in the pump
is used, a = ae f f = 607 m s−1. The remaining quantities used to calculate α in a water- or
air-filled tube at ambient conditions (T = 20◦, atmospheric pressure) are listed in Table A1.

Table A1. Quantities used to determine α at ambient conditions (T = 20◦, atmospheric pressure),
taken from [25].

Parameter Unit Air Water

µ kg m−1 s−1 18.2 × 10−6 1.002 × 10−3

γ − 1.4 1
κ W m−1 K−1 0.0626 0.597
cp J kg−1 K−1 1.005 × 103 4.18 × 103
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Figure A1. Amplitude and phase of transmission parameters r̂d and t̂ds evaluated from experiments
(water and air), CFD, and 1D simulations as functions of Helmholtz number. Corresponding frequencies
f for water are displayed in brackets below the abscissa. (Data: Supplementary Files S5–S12).
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